CaptureVision System
Bundle Package

Two VC-A61P 4K PTZ IP Cameras, One LC200 and VS-KB30 Controller

Act now and get a 10% discount on the A/V bundle system!

The Lumens CaptureVision system bundle package includes two VC-A61P 4K PTZ IP cameras, one LC200 and one VS-KB30 controller for recording video and audio simultaneously in a complete A/V environment. The cameras and CaptureVision system are effective in live streaming or recording different types of applications. Several types of applications that are targeted for this system are events, lecture recording, and educational training. Recorded videos can be saved on the 1TB drive built-in the LC200 or uploaded to any cloud based software platform. Lumens products are easy to install and operate.

Key Features

**LC200**
- Supports up to four input sources
- Easy installation & ease of use
- Built-in 1TB hard drive
- Live stream up to three destinations

**VC-A61P**
- Supports 4K UHD 30fps and 1080P 60fps video
- 30x optical zoom
- Supports PoE+ (Power over Ethernet)
- Ethernet, HDMI, and 3G-SDI synchronous image outputs

**VS-KB30**
- Control up to 255 cameras
- Joystick one hand operation pan-tilt-zoom
- Quick access control of focus, exposure, and white balance

For more information about Lumens, visit: www.MyLumens.com